
INCDPV Features:
Full HD Resolution supports 1920 X 1080 px @ 60Hz.
Compliant with DisplayPort 1.2 Specification
Self Powered.
Compact in size with Supreme Aluminium Housing.
Gold Plated Connectors.
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Designed in India. Made in China.
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Package Box Dimension:
H: 155 X W: 100 X D: 20 mm  

EAN No.:
0 698545 449561

In the Box:
INCDPV Adapter

DisplayPort to VGA Adapter

DisplayPort to VGA Adapter is a low cost

high performance video adapter, which

converts DisplayPort input to VGA output

iNetCon DisplayPort to VGA Adapter enables you to Mirror/Extend your new NoteBook, Laptop, Chromebook Display on 

Projector, LCD & Monitor with VGA interface for big screen viewing. It support resolution up to 1920x1080p. 

iNetCon INCDPV allows you to Mirror your display for better 
view on big screen.

MIRRORING YOUR DISPLAY

Digital smart chip converts HD smooothly, gold-plated Plug 
connectors resist corrosion and protect signal transmission, tin 
foil and metal wind to form a double shield protecting against 
RF interference, and oxygen-free copper enhances cable 
performance

SUPREME ALUMINIUM CASE

iNetCon INCDPV allows you to Extend your display to do work 
on wide screen as well as to expand your picture screen.

EXTENDING YOUR DISPLAY

Transmits high-definition video from your computer to a 
monitor for video streaming or gaming. Support PC resolution 
up to Full HD 1920x1080p and HDTV resolution up to 1080p.

Connect DP, DP++, DisplayPort++ equipped displays

Supports resolution up to 1920X1080p

DisplayPort connector with latches provides a secure 
connection with a release button that must be 
depressed before unplugging

Gold-plated connectors resist corrosion, provide 
durability and improve the signal transmission

Support PC resolution up to Full HD 1920x1080p 
and HDTV resolution up to 1080p.

Fully Plug and Play compatible

FULLY HIGH DEFINITION
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